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Who:

The Beverley Taylor Sorenson Arts
Learning Program (BTSALP) helps
hundreds of thousands of elementary
students receive the arts-enriched
education they deserve.

What:

The program places art specialists in Utah
elementary schools to work alongside
classroom teachers to develop lesson plans
that integrate the arts into the core subjects
of reading, math, science, and history.

When:

This innovative integrated teaching model
has grown and evolved since its inception
in 1995, and was adopted by the Utah
Legislature in 2008.

Where :

More than 220 schools across 29
districts throughout the state of Utah are
experiencing the positive impact of the
arts-integrated program.

Why:

By integrating arts into learning, schools
with the BTS Program have seen higher test
scores and improved student understanding,
retention, behavior, attendance, and selfesteem.
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In July elementary school teachers who participated in Southern Utah University’s artsFUSION
workshop explored gravity, Newton’s Laws of Motion, simple machines, and heat and light through
dance and sculpture.
Everyone kicked up their heels while joyfully moving around the sun and making shadows with Alpine
School District specialist Jana Shumway. Jana taught the teachers to create dancing shadows using
a sheet and a light source. Everyone moved from performer to audience and back as they circled
behind the screen. Peggy Wittwer and Laura Cotts visually explained heat, and light from the sun
through interactive science activities based on the Inquiry Cycle.

Then Jana led energetic dances that explored
gravity, force, motion and simple machines. Peggy
and Laura led more hands-on science activities,
this time based on gravity and Newton’s Laws of
Motion.

Alisa Petersen guided everyone in creating automata, moving sculptures, as
they learned about force, motion and simple machines. The day concluded
with a video screening of each automata in motion.

Teachers headed home with engaging arts integrated ideas
that tied science to their specific grade level.

